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			Skin Concerns
				Acne
	Ageing + Rejuvenation
	Glow + Hydration
	Pigmentation
	Redness + Rosacea
	Scarring






	
			Skin Treatments
				Clinical Skin Peels
	Factor 4
	HydraFacial
	Laser Capillary Reduction
	Laser Genesis
	Laser Pigment Reduction
	Laser Redness Reduction
	LED Healite Therapy
	Microdermabrasion
	Nano Infusion Therapy
	Our Skin Gyms
	Skin Needling + Mesotherapy
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			Medical Aesthetics
				Factor 4
	PDO Threads






	
			Wellness Treatments
				Booster Shots
	IV Fusion
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			Wellness Treatments
				Booster Shots
	Cooltech Fat Freezing
	IV Fusion
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			Brands
				Biopelle
	BIRETIX
	Dermaceutic
	InnerSkin Co.
	ISDINCEUTICS
	Lira Clinical
	Optiphi DELTA
	Saint Minerals
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                        Google Rating                        
4.8


Based on 797 reviews
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            BRISBANE SKIN & LASER CLINICS            Your ultimate cosmetic destination
            
                            With over 10 years experience, Brisbane Skin & Laser Clinics are the ultimate cosmetic destination. Our clinics are at the forefront of the aesthetic industry using the latest technology and treatments to help our clients look and feel their best.

All our treatments are tailored and personalised to suit each client’s skin type and to help them achieve their desired results. We take pride in delivering five-star services to all of our clients, at affordable and competitive prices.
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            Our Services            Most Popular Treatments
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                                        Clinical Skin Peels
                                    


                                

                                
                                
                                     
                                        Learn More                                    
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                                        Laser Hair Removal
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                                        Laser Genesis
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                                        PDO Threads
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                                        IV Fusion
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                                        Hydrafacial
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                                        Booster Shot
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                                        Laser Redness Reduction
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            OUR TEAM            Committed to providing quality skin and laser treatments
            
                            Brisbane Skin & Laser Clinics take pride in having a passionate team of experienced doctors, registered nurses, laser technicians and dermal therapists. Our team is committed to providing quality skin and laser treatments developing personalised treatment plans to help you achieve your aesthetic goals, so you leave the clinic feeling confident and glowy.

Convenience is key at Brisbane Skin & Laser Clinics. We have four clinics located around Brisbane. Find your nearest clinic today.
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            Our Happy Customers
            
                    

    
    
                    
                        I’m very happy with my first laser hair removal treatment today. Crystal explained the procedure in my free consultation session very well. Before treatment she checked the laser intensity and made me comfortable. It’s too soon to tell the results, but no swelling or redness so far. Girls at the reception is friendly and explained the flexible treatment plans very well.Editing my review after 6 sessions on full face LHR. I wasn’t sure whether 6 sessions needed, but after each session hair growth is significantly reduced. After 4th session we noticed stubborn hair around upper lip and around eyes. So we increase the intensity and proceeded. It didn’t feel itchy or redness, coz I think my asian skin is more tolerant. Altogether I’m happy with the results. I think doing at least few sessions will require to completely stop the hair growth. They are selling laser aid cream and pigmentation cream, but honestly I don’t think they are mandatory. One will cool your face, probably aloe gel or any other cream would work. I even forgot to apply pigmentation cream but that’s fine.                    

hasini E.





                        Thank you Crystal, she is very knowledgeable, helpful and really amazing at her job. Service was straightforward and given me all the information I needed. I will def come back for service again.                    

Razelle Yumi T.





                        Very friendly and extremely skilled. Great experience, thank you I’ll be back! So it’s a few weeks down the track. For the $$ lots I can’t see any difference. I expected to see difference in a few weeks. Alas I don’t. My daughter with much better eyes says maybe tiny difference but not.worth the thousands spent. Also simple lips fillers very ordinary. I think I’ll have to keep shopping love the feel.of the place but results not so.much sorry                    

Debra





                        Crystal and the team are always so lovely and accomodating                    

AJ H.





                        My experience was so lovely, the staff are so sweet and make you feel so comfortable!                    

Reegan W.





                        Service is always tailored to your personal needs. Staff are very caring and take the time to be attentive to your needs as a client                    

Kate C





                        Brisbane Skin has very friendly staff who are professional and knowledgeable in their skill set. I was made to feel welcome.   The results were excellent. 5 star.                    

Catherine W.





                        The ladies at the Springfield site are lovely and gentle and very friendly and only want the best for you!I would hands down recommend and would travel (which i do) to get  here 

Anita A.





                        So friendly and helpful.  All the lovely ladies will take the time to discuss the treatments and creams that will best suit your needs.  Very consultative approach.                    

[ ]





                        The ladies at BAWSSS are amazing and knowledgeable. They Know their products and can always answer any questions I have. Super friendly and I recommend them to everyone !! I have been going there for almost 4 years now and I won’t go anywhere else.                    

Emilee G.





                        The ladies at Springfield are fantastic. Their service is exceptional, they are all very knowledgeable about the services they offer and they always make you feel very welcome and relaxed.  Highly recommend any of the lovely ladies that work there.                    

Kelly J.





                        I had laser genesis and a facial last night with Katie. She is absolutely gorgeous- she is such a laugh! I always leave feeling fresh and rejuvenated.                    

Angela S.
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                        Not sure what your skin needs?
            
                            Book your FREE consultation with a member of our team of dedicated dermal therapists and cosmetic nurses to start your skin journey today!
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                How to Visit Us                Brisbane Skin & Laser Clinics
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                            Book Appointment 

                        
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                Complete our online form to request a booking at your closest clinic. One of our friendly staff will be in contact with you as soon as possible.

                            


                            
                                 
                                    Book Now 
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                            Call Us

                        
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                Not sure what treatment is best suited to you? Give us a call to speak with one of our highly qualified staff members today.

                            


                            
                                 
                                    1300 100 470 
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                            Visit our Clinics

                        
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                Visit us in clinic to view our range of cosmeceutical products or book a treatment most suited to your skin concerns.

                            


                            
                                 
                                    Find a Clinic 
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                            Shop Online

                        
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                Browse our online Skin Shop to elevate your results alongside your treatment plan.
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            Before & After
            Amazing Client Results
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            OUR PRODUCTS            Our Best Sellers
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                                        Brow Butter – Shade 01
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $35.00                                            
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                                        InnerSkin 101 Supplement
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $49.00                                            
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                                        Saint Minerals Eyeliner – Black
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $28.00                                            
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                                        Ultimate InnerSkin Box
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $259.80                                            
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                                        Urban Daily Hydration
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $95.00                                            
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                                        Urban Exfoliating Cleanser
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $59.00                                            
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                                        Urban Post Stress Serum
                                    


                                

                                
                                

                                                                            
                                            
                                                $118.00                                            
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				Follow Us
				@brisbaneskinandlaserclinics
							

		
		
		
							

	
    
		
    
        
            Containing powerful ingredients such as biotin to 
            	                    [image: Containing powerful ingredients such as biotin to build up keratin protein, InnerSkin 101 was formulated to support healthy hair, radiant skin and strong nails.   Support your beauty from the inside out with just one or two capsules a day. Helping you glow, this product might be hidden in one of our birthday packages ✨ Visit us in clinic to find out more!  #brisbaneskinandlaserclinics #brisbaneskinclinic #cosmeticclinic #skinsupplement #skin #hair #nails #biotin #skincare]
        
    



    
        
            Say hello to smooth, silky skin with Laser Hair Re
            	                    [image: Say hello to smooth, silky skin with Laser Hair Removal   Using the latest laser technology with the Candela GentleLASE and GentleYAG Laser systems, medical-grade laser is a convenient method of hair removal that isn't compromised by ingrown hairs, shaving rash, irritated follicles or patchy hair growth.   Ever considered laser hair removal?  Start your journey today with buy one get one FREE for all single laser hair removal treatments 🎉 Purchase online or in clinic today | https://brisbaneskinandlaser.com.au/   #brisbaneskinandlaserclinics #brisbaneskinclinic #cosmeticclinic #skin #laserhairremoval #cosmeticinjectables]
        
    



    
        
            What better time to try Laser Hair Removal than no
            	                    [image: What better time to try Laser Hair Removal than now!  Now is the perfect time to begin your laser hair removal journey ready for next summer. Achieving up to 80% permanent hair reduction, laser hair removal is safe to use on any part of the body and suitable for most skin types.   Celebrate our birthday with us! Buy any single laser hair removal treatment and get the second free, shop online or in clinic today ➝ https://brisbaneskinandlaser.com.au/laser/   #brisbaneskinandlaserclinic #skin #laser #skintreatment #laserhairremoval #cosmeticclinic #cosmeticinjectables]
        
    



    
        
            
            	                    [image: Behind the scenes of our latest birthday shoot 🎞️  We can always trust our girls to bring the energy and laughs both in and out of the clinic rooms 🤩  Book your next appointment with our girls today via the link in our bio | https://brisbaneskinandlaser.com.au/bslc-birthday-2024/  #brisbaneskinandlaserclinics #BTS #behindthescenes #birthday #birthdayshoot]
        
    



    
        
            Our favourite bundle yet, improving the appearance
            	                    [image: Our favourite bundle yet, improving the appearance of fines lines, wrinkles, pigmentation and overall complexion to reveal a gorgeous, rejuvenated glow. This treatment is perfect for those with an upcoming event or looking for a skin refresh and includes:  ✔️ Laser Genesis ✔️ Milk Peel ✔️ LED Healite ✔️ FREE Gift  Enjoy our birthday gift to you and receive this amazing bundle for just $250 (valued at $374)  Purchase online today or call 1300 100 470 to secure your booking 📞 https://brisbaneskinandlaser.com.au/bslc-birthday-2024/  #brisbaneskinandlaserclinics #skintreatment #healthyskin #skin #glowyskin #lasergenesis #LEDhealite #skinpeel]
        
    



    
        
            Oxybiome… your new 3-in-1 makeup remover, toner 
            	                    [image: Oxybiome... your new 3-in-1 makeup remover, toner and cleanser  Suitable for all skin types, including sensitive and breakout prone skin, this micellar water is a no rinse cleanser. Containing microbiota regulator in the form of oil molecules, niacinamide and zinc gluconate Oxybiome effortlessly removes make up and purifies the skin.   PS. We may have snuck this amazing product into one of our birthday packages as a free gift   #brisbaneskinandlaserclinics #skin #laser #cosmeticinjectables #cosmeticclinic #dermaceutic #skincare #makeupremover #cleanser #toner]
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                        Google Rating                        
4.8


Based on 797 reviews
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                                                Your Bag

                                                
                                                   
                                            

                                    

                Your cart is empty

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Subtotal (GST Incl.)
                                

                                                                    
                                        $0.00
                                    

                                                                    
                                        Shipping
                                    

                                    
                                        N/A
                                    

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                     

                                                                                                    
                                        
                                             Total
                                        

                                        
                                            $0.00
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                        To find out your shipping cost , Please proceed to checkout.
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